There have been numerous studies concerning productivity, representing two general approaches toward measuring the concept. Parametric approaches specify the actual form of the production function based on theoretical assumptions, while non-parametric approaches use empirical best-practice cases as a benchmark for productivity measures. We propose a new approach to obtain cross-country total factor productivity estimates and a method to derive the production function, which builds on empirical data and does not require a priori assumptions about its functional specification. The approach is based on radial model of data envelopment analysis. The obtained TFP estimates are validated through comparing to PWT and UNIDO datasets. Some preliminary analysis is also provided concerning application of the TFP estimates to cross-country divergence/convergence in productivity. We also demonstrate the potential utility of the estimates for political science research.
Introduction
Studies involving total factor productivity (TFP) date back as far as the 1930s when first growth accounting methods were developed [Copeland 1937] . Although researchers agree on the concept of TFP not being "deeply theoretical" [Hulten 2001] , it still provides a basic conceptual framework for measuring economic development which adds a lot to common growth indicators such as current prices GDP or GDP per capita. Initial attempts at measuring TFP were undertaken in the form of the output per unit input index [Copeland and Martin 1938] which introduced the scaling factor into the fundamental GDP accounting formula, allowing researchers to estimate the role that capital and labor productivity changes played in economic growth. The seminal work by Robert Solow further expanded the concept of TFP through the analysis of an aggregate production function with a Hicks-neutral shift parameter and constant returns to scale. The so-called "Solow residual" produced by this method measures the residual growth rate of output not explained by input increases, i.e. total factor productivity growth [Solow 1956 ]. By design, Solow's measure of productivity change is conceptually equivalent to a "measure of ignorance" [Abramowitz 1956] in that it captures all the factors contributing to total factor productivity as well as possible measurement error.
Building on Solow's work, productivity research has expanded in two general directions. The first branch of studies is usually called the parametric approach: within this direction, researchers make assumptions about the production function's parametric form and estimate all of its parameters using econometric methods. The inherent value of parametric productivity analysis lies in the ability to break down the abstract notion of TFP into its key components: the increase in input efficiency, technological innovation and measurement error [Prucha, Nadiri 1981] . Modern applications of the parametric approach include methods such as Stochastic Frontier Analysis that uses a pre-defined functional form to estimate a production, cost or profit frontier that serves as a best-practice model for measuring inefficiencies [Battese, Coelli 1995; Battese, Prasada Rao 2002] . Despite its advantages (such as being able to incorporate random error into generating the best-practice frontier), the parametric approach forces the researcher to impose unnecessary restrictions on function parameters and brings about several unwanted sources of bias [Hulten 2001 ].
The non-parametric approach originates from successful attempts by researchers to adapt Solow's conceptual framework to discrete-time data using distance functions in order to calculate productivity indices. The latter technique includes Tornqvist indices as approximations for continuous translog production functions [Diewert 1976] or less data-demanding Malmquist indices to build best-practice production frontiers [Caves, Christensen, Diewert 1982; Fare et al 1994] . The aforementioned frontier approach has promoted an entire class of non-parametric methods commonly referred to as "envelopment methods" which include, among others, the popular Free Disposal Hull and Data Envelopment Analysis [Coelli et al. 2005] .
While economists use distance function indices to produce macro-level TFP estimates [PWT 2013; Issaksson 2007] , the frontier approach has been widely used for productivity analysis at all levels from firms to nations, both in private and public sector [Milliken et al. 2011; De Witte, Geys 2011; Mahmood 2012] .
The underlying assumption within the frontier approach is as follows: the most productive firms [called "Decision-Making Units" or DMUs to stress the universal nature of the approach] in the analyzed dataset -that is, the ones with the best output-to-input ratios -form the best-practice production possibility frontier for other firms. Linear programming techniques are then used to calculate distance functions between less efficient DMUs and the frontier [Banker Charnes Cooper 1984] . From this point on, we'll focus on Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) when talking about the frontier approach since it is one of the most commonly used techniques in non-parametric productivity analysis.
From both the conceptual and the practical standpoint, frontier methods add a lot to productivity research. First and foremost, they do not require as many assumptions on the researcher's part as the parametric approach: most methods have to at least assume the actual parametric form of the production technology (like a Cobb-Douglas or Leontief production function). Still, there is no sound theoretical basis for picking one functional form over the other: the conventional choice of the Cobb-Douglas production function seems to be based rather on the utility of its mathematical form than on a solid theoretical ground.
In contrast, frontier methods operate with a conceptually transparent idea of best-practice empirical input-output sets which, in turn, allow the researcher to further break down the TFP measures into key components , Arora 2013 . Second, the only data DEA and similar techniques require are quantities of inputs and outputs: price data is not necessary for obtaining efficiency estimates (although the basic DEA model may be expanded to include relative input prices, see [Coelli et al. 2005] ). In addition, the basic DEA model may be expanded to obtain statistical inference from productivity estimates [Ray 2002; Simar, Wilson 2007] , to incorporate a stochastic component in the form of an error measure [Kenneth et al. 1994] or to account for frontier shifts over time [Ray, Desli 1997] .
It is worth noting that the non-parametric frontier approach is data-sensitive: since empirical data points shape the best-practice frontier, adding or removing observations may completely alter both the frontier's shape and the resulting TFP estimates, thus reducing the utility of DEA for measuring TFP change. However, clear research design allows the researcher to formulate proper DEA specifications that avoid such bias.
From a theoretical standpoint, non-parametric frontier approaches bolster the conceptual scope of TFP due to the lack of production function specification. This may be viewed as a problem by economic theorists, but for political science it sometimes is the only way to estimate productivity measures that are inherently related to popular research subjects such as institutions, regimes and social capital.
While not a major strand in contemporary political science literature, studies connecting TFP to institutional development do exist. It is probably considered common knowledge by now that property rights protection is the basic determinant of market efficiency. Hall and Jones [Hall and Jones 1999] point out that a number of political and social institutions may lead to increased productive activity through fair allocation of market resources to efficient firms (i.e. economic policy), as well as by suppressing private and state diversion (i.e. reducing corruption and theft). Government effectiveness has also been viewed as a determinant of economic productivity in many studies, particularly by economic organizations such as OECD.
Our results show, however, that productivity can be something more than a dependent variable. TFP appears to be an important prerequisite of a successful institutional change; the rise in productivity may enforce cooperation and social trust [Akhremenko, Petrov, Yureskul 2017] . Mathematical simulations have shown that TFP may strongly affect policy decisions available to governments under different regime types [Akhremenko, Petrov 2014] and be a factor of sustainable economic development in the case of economic retrospective voting [Akhremenko et al. 2015] .
All in all, a reliable estimate of TFP is needed on the first place. In this paper, we propose an approach to frontier methods in measuring total factor productivity different from most popular estimation techniques based on index numbers. The basis of the methodology is an early DEA model [Farrell,1957] that uses input/output ratios instead of pure input and output quantities. While imposing constant returns to scale restriction on the production possibility frontier, the specification we use reduces the dimensionality of the model and allows for illustrative graphical visualization in the case of two inputs and one output.
However, the main methodological contribution of this paper is as follows: by obtaining the vertices of the best-practice frontier through DEA, we are able to generate a production function specification. The proposed method approaches productivity research from a different angle: instead of specifying the production function beforehand or foregoing the specification altogether, we specify the production function's form after estimating the best-practice frontier, thus making it frontier-generated. This is in contrast to most studies that exogenously specify the 5 production function's form (in practice, using the Cobb-Douglas function in most cases) and use empirical data only to estimate its parameters.
The frontier-generated production function (hereafter referred to as FgPF) on the other hand, is unambiguously specified based on empirical data. This broadens the scope of research questions that can be answered by analyzing TFP changes: instead of simply measuring TFP [Rao 1996] or its connection with exogenous factors [Veeramani, Goldar 2004] , we can measure the rate of technical substitution, as well as classify DMUs according to production factor deficiencies. In addition, we can estimate the direction of technical progress for a given dataset by comparing FgPF isoquants.
In a manner of speaking, production functions widely used is economic theory are smooth and meet Inada conditions, and our FgPF can be viewed as a piecewise linear approximation to such function .
The productivity dataset we provide here possesses a number of distinct advantages for political science research. First and foremost, our estimation technique allows us to create a cross-section-time-series dataset, something that the index number approach (such as Tornqvist quantity indices) cannot accomplish. Second, in this paper we show that our TFP estimates demonstrate strong statistical relationships with key social, political and institutional indicators which would allow researchers to use our measures of TFP as explanatory and control variables in further studies. Moreover, there are strong indications that TFP estimates may serve as integral indicators of overall institutional and social effectiveness (quality) of "state-society" systems. In contrast to survey-based measures and expert estimates of many "political" variables available to researchers, we obtain "hard data" from macroeconomic indicators.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we introduce the method for calculating TFP estimates with an overview of the data on inputs and outputs. In Section 3, the frontier-generated production function is presented. Section 4 provides basic descriptive statistics for the TFP estimates produced. In Section 5, we compare our TFP measures with existing TFP datasets. In Section 6, we employ clustering methods to break down the country sample into two groups according to productivity measures. In Section 7, we look at TFP estimates in the context of institutional and social capital variables. Section 8 serves to conclude. The TFP estimates for the selected country sample are provided in Appendix A.
Method

Basic productivity model
A country's output Y is supposed to be produced by employing two factors, namely capital K and labor L. The specific form of the production function
is generated by DEA and will be constructed in Section 5. We also assume constant returns to scale, so
To obtain cross-country TFP estimates, we use DEA, which takes the particularly simple form under these assumptions [Farrell,1957] .
Taking the data for a certain year, we represent each country as a point in the
The enveloping broken line (i.e. the empirically constructed best-practice frontier) indicates the position of the countries that are most productive for a given proportion of factors. These countries are marked ,, C D E in Fig.1 , which serves to illustrate. The TFP value for these countries is taken as unit: The LMDEA model presumes global TFP change to be non-negative and therefore allows the frontier to move only in west and south directions. Technically, this means that for every year (except for the first year in the dataset, i.e. 1990), the set of current-year country data is supplemented with the previousyear data for countries that shaped the frontier in the previous year.
As a result, for a given year, some countries may be represented by several points on the diagram. The extreme case is given by Equatorial Guinea which grew rapidly and almost proportionally in capital and output, thus shaping the south part of the frontier - Fig.2 .
The second variation we used considers each year by itself. In our TFP database this variation is referred to as PLDEA (PlainDEA). For any fixed year and country, the PlainDEA score is not greater than LMDEA score. Both PlainDEA and LMDEA scores increase for those countries which productivity increases faster than that of the frontier countries with similar capital-labor ratio. 
To estimate L, we use the World Bank's data for "Labor force, total". The goals for the empirical study in this paper are as follows: -A comprehensive validity check for the proposed TFP estimates, including both internal consistency and correlations with existing TFP measures (Penn World Tables, UNIDO World Productivity Database). -Analysis of structural and dynamical patterns that may be captured by the proposed TFP estimates, but not any other existing measurement technique; -A clustering of world's economies according to TFP levels and TFP growth. The country sample varies from 119 countries for 1990 to 127 countries for 2013, due to the availability of data. The list of countries for each year in the sample, together with corresponding TFP estimates, is provided in Appendix A.
The empirical study provided two types of TFP estimates: long-memory DEA estimates accounting for best-practice frontier shifts in the previous years (hereafter dubbed LM estimates); and PLDEA estimates without accounting for previous best-practice countries (hereafter dubbed PL estimates).
Frontier-generated Production Function
In this section we proceed to the derivation of FgPF. 
Here i
A is country-specific TFP, and , ss ab are area-specific coefficients.
As for the countries that fall on the lines separating the areas, two alternative formulae may be written. For definiteness we assume that each area contains its south-east border.
So the formal definition of Frontier-generated Production Function is as follows. Let the frontier be shaped by countries 
Here A is a country-specific TFP.
The properties of FgPF are as follows: 
Y L K is non-strictly increasing, concave (but not strictly concave), and In case of factor imbalance, the deficient factor becomes more significant for the production process. If factor imbalance is so prominent that the country falls within one of the two areas bordering the axes, then the output is determined solely by the deficient factor.
To summarize, the properties of FgPF are similar to Inada conditions [Inada 1963; Uzawa 1963 ], but do not satisfy them to the full. However, the FgPF functional form is defined not through theoretical assumptions, but as a result of empirical estimates of the best-practice frontier. This allows to avoid methodological problems associated with parametric approaches (such as negative elasticity in the Cobb-Douglas function).
Overview of cross-country estimates
Estimates obtained with LMDEA and PLDEA demonstrate high correlations: Pearson coefficients for each cross-section in the data are 0.94 or higher and highly significant (p< 0,001). Therefore, relative TFP values for most countries are identical regardless of the DEA model used. However, for a number of countries the LMDEA model provides lower TFP estimates than the PLDEA model. This is due to the fact that the LM frontier either lies further from most data points than the PL frontier or is in line with it.
The basic structure of TFP distribution remains the same for both LM and PL estimates: it is bimodal, suggesting a mixture of two normal distributions (see Fig. 6a,b) . Therefore, we can clearly define two groups of countries according to their TFP levels: "forerunners" and "catching-up". This is one of the key patterns recognizable through our measurement method; this pattern will be looked into in more detail in Section 5. Basic theory behind TFP suggests that it should change at a slow rate, without drastic "leaps". We expect TFP frequency distribution to change slowly from year to year, and therefore to demonstrate high positive correlations between years. Indeed, correlation coefficients are 0.98 or higher and highly significant (p<0,001) for both LM and PL estimates. TFP consistency over time is further backed by autocorrelation analysis for average LM estimates over each year: the autocorrelation function demonstrates a single significant peak at lag number +1. Thus, TFP change is a good fit for a first-order autoregression function ( ) 
Validity check
In this section we compare our TFP estimates with existing estimates produced by different methods. From the few existing datasets we have chosen those that estimate TFP for similar country and year samples, were produced by respectable organizations and demonstrate drastically different approaches to measuring TFP: Penn World Tables 8.1 estimates (PWT 6 ) and World Productivity Database estimates (WPD 7 ). Our statistics coincide with the PWT dataset in 88 countries and 22 years , and with the WPD dataset in 88 countries and 11 years (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) , which should be enough for a full comparison. The PWT dataset uses a parametric production function specification; the WPD dataset uses DEA, although a different set of production factors and a different model for estimating the best-practice frontier.
The following variables have been chosen for cross-country analysis (Table 1) : PWT: CTFP -TFP levels at current PPP prices; TFP level for United States is treated as 1.
WPD: TFP_K06_US -TFP levels (with no unit of measurement);TFP level for United States is treated as 1.
We compare these variables to both LM and PL estimates which we transform to satisfy the condition of TFP(US) = 1.
For dynamic comparison we use only PWT estimates, namely the RTFPNA variable (TFP at constant prices, with 2005 TFP levels treated as 1). We compare these data to our LM estimates, also transformed to TFP(2005) = 1. We don't use WPD estimates for comparison, since 11 coinciding time points are not enough for most statistical methods. For cross-country comparisons our hypothesis was as follows: our TFP estimates will demonstrate high correlations with existing estimates (due to measuring the same concept), yet the relationship will be far from functional, which will let us differentiate our estimates from existing ones. The results confirm this hypothesis: Spearman correlations between our TFP estimates and both PWT and WPD estimates are highly significant and range from 0.7 to 0.9 over the years (Fig. 7) . Descriptive statistics show the differences between TFP estimates produced by our method and other projects. It is worth noting that average and median TFP estimates generally lie between PWT and WPD values, the former being higher on average and the latter being lower on average (Fig. 8a,b) . In addition, average estimates are closer to PWT, while median estimates are closer to WPD. The observed differences between TFP estimates may partly be explained by their frequency distributions: PWT estimates are close to being normally distributed (Fig 9a) , which is due to the method employed by PWT; WPD estimated demonstrate strong asymmetry and are close to being log-normally distributed (Fig 9b) . Our estimates demonstrate bimodal distributions with a more massive right component (Fig. 9c) Figure 9a Typical PWT estimate distribution Figure 9b Typical WPD estimate distribution Figure 9c Typical LM/PL estimate distribution The differences in estimate distributions are quite significant and point to certain assumptions behind different approaches to measuring TFP:
PWT: the country sample is homogenously and normally distributed, which means most countries have TFP close to sample average, with high and low TFP cases being rare.
WPD: the country sample is homogenously distributed, with most countries demonstrating low TFP, high TFP cases are rare.
LM/PL: the country sample is heterogeneous, with two distinct groups of productivity forerunners and catching-up.
Distribution heterogeneity in LM/PL estimates will be further analyzed below. Preliminary comparative analysis of TFP dynamics between PWT estimates (the RTFNA variable) and LM estimates was done by looking at average estimate dynamics. On the one hand, average TFP variation over time is similar for both estimates. The cross-correlation function (CCF 8 ) for the two time-series demonstrates a single significant peak at time lag number 0 ( Table 2, Fig 12) . On the other hand, dynamic trends are somewhat dissimilar: the differences are clear during the time period between 1990 and 2001. PWT estimates demonstrate a non-monotonous dynamic overall (decline in the 1990s with consequent growth), while LM estimates show an almost linear growth (Fig 11) .
Figure 11: Average PWT and LM estimate dynamics All in all, the TFP estimates proposed in this paper correlate well with existing TFP measures. The differences in both frequency distributions and average dynamics are due to differences in the estimation method.
TFP distribution across countries
As mentioned earlier, one of the most salient features of our TFP estimates is the heterogeneity of the distribution. That is, there are two distinct groups ("forerunners" and "catching-up") among countries of the world, which in turn raises multiple questions worth investigating. Are the shares of the two groups constant over time? Do countries move from one group to another and if they do, how often?
We employ cluster analysis to answer these questions. We apply K-means clustering and statistical mixture models to both both PL and LM estimates for each year in the dataset. For the K-means model we set the number of clusters to two (K = 2). For the mixture model the number of mixture components was determined during the computation process. The mixture algorithm has successfully identified two groups within the LM estimates for each of the 24 years in the dataset and for 22 years out of 24 in the case of PL estimates. This serves as strong evidence in favor of the two-group structure in country productivity statistics.
Since mixture models assign group membership probabilities for every observation and we only have two groups, we only look at cases that have high (p > 0.5) probability to belong to the "forerunner" group.
As a result, we produce two types of cluster membership statistics (K-means and mixture) for two types of TFP estimates (LM and PL). Fig. 12 shows the percentage of countries assigned to the group of "forerunners" for each type of clustering statistics and each year in the dataset. Figure 12 . Share of the countries in the "forerunners" cluster for both LM and PL estimates according to k-means and mixture clustering
Three of the four clustering procedures capture the steady reduction in the percentage of "leaders" in the period between 1990 and 2013. For LM estimates and mixture models, the share of "leaders" is 1.7 times lower in 2013 than in 1990; for PL estimates and mixture the share is 1,4 times lower; for K-means clustering and LM estimates it is 1.2 times lower.
This tendency for "forerunners" share reduction is easily observable by comparing group membership probabilities for 1990 and 2013 (Fig. 13a,b) . The reduction in the number of countries clearly defined as "forerunners" (membership probability close to 1) is accompanied by an increase in the density of the "catching-up" cluster. The same process may be observed by comparing LM estimate distributions for 1990 and 2013 (Fig. 13c,d ): the heterogeneity in the distribution becomes more pronounced over time.
Therefore, the TFP data suggest that the divergence in productivity between groups of countries is growing over time, mostly due to "transitional" countries moving toward the "catching-up" group.
Figure13a. Probability distribution for
"forerunners" membership in 1990
Figure13b. Probability distribution for "forerunners" membership in 2013
Figure13c. LM estimate frequency distribution in 1990
Figure13d. LM estimate frequency distribution in 2013
This observation is further backed by analyzing TFP dynamics for individual countries. We've classified country dynamics based on four clustering results (two clustering methods for each of the two types of estimates) into three basic groups:
-"Core" countries that never change their group membership. There are 75 countries in this group (60% of the total), 22 of which form the core of the "leader" group.
-"Transitional" countries that change their cluster membership for each method employed. There are 22 of these countries located on the "border" between two groups. This effect is probably due to minor fluctuations in TFP estimates.
-Countries with indeterminate dynamics (about 23% of the total number) that change their cluster membership for some methods and don't change it for others. In most cases, these countries firmly belong to the "catching-up" group, while their membership shifts are most likely due to clustering artifacts.
The "forerunners in 2009 and 2013" group is formed mostly by developed Western countries, as well as developed Eastern countries represented by Hong Kong and oil producers represented by Qatar and Kuwait. The presence of Equatorial Guinea and Barbados in this group is due to the following: TFP is a measure of productivity given the existing values of labour and capital, not a measure of "productivity in general". In other words, a country without large capital stock and incapable of effective investment can still have a high TFP measure if it is efficient in its use of existing capital.
The countries that change their group membership mostly demonstrate nonlinear TFP dynamics over the years; cluster membership for these countries changed several times during the period. Only 4 cases (18%, namely, Lithuania, Poland, Nigeria, Trinidad and Tobago) demonstrate generally positive changes, i.e. toward the "leader" cluster. The remaining 18 countries mostly tend to shift toward the "catching-up" group (Table 3) . This serves as additional proof for the hypothesis that the "forerunners" group "shrinks" over the years. 
TFP as a variable in political science research
As an additional external validity check, we look at statistical relationships between our TFP estimates and key institutional and political variables available to researchers.
In order to achieve this goal, we choose three key dimensions important to political science research: social capital, institutional quality and state stability.
For measures of social capital we use World Value Survey data [World Value Survey] and C. Welzel's survey dataset [Welzel 2013] . The WVS variable is the share of people answering positively to the question "Do you trust unknown people?"; the other variable is a dummy-coded response to a similar questions. The variables are respectively called "Unknown" and "wel_trstdSCALE" in Table 4 .
While a multitude of expert-survey based measures of institutional quality exist, most of them are heavily correlated. To give an overview of the relationship between our TFP estimates and institutional quality, we employ principal component analysis and construct a complex variable combining several institutional measures available to researchers. These three key groups of variables: a) transparency and absence of corruption (Anticorruption & Transparency); b) property rights protection; c) government effectiveness. For transparency and absence of corruption, we use the following data: Bayesian Corruption Index, Andrew Williams Transparency Index, Index of Political Corruption from the "Varieties of Democracy" project, TI's Corruption perceptions index as well as WGI's Control of Corruption Index. We conduct a principal component analysis on the five variables and use the first component as a proxy ("Institutional"), since it explains 87.1% of the variation in data. However, all the results are valid for individual variables as well. For the sake of simplicity we present most results for the whole country sample, while all the calculations have been checked for individual countries.
Finally, we use Polity IV's State Fragility Index as a proxy for state stability. The correlations between these variables and our estimates for TFP are presented in Table  4 . Both plain (PL_TFP) and long-memory (LM_TFP) estimates demonstrate strong significant relationships with state stability and institutions, while the relationship between TFP and social capital remains inconclusive. This may be due to possible non-linear nature of the relationship or to the existence of an intermittent component. In any case, this particular relationship warrants further research into the problem.
Conclusion
In this paper we propose a new method of measuring total factor productivity. We expand upon existing non-parametric techniques used to estimate TFP. Our method employs a Data Envelopment Analysis variant with input to output ratios serving as dimensions for the production possibility space. We use a two-factor production technology with labor and capital as inputs and GDP at constant prices as an output.
The method allows us, after constructing the non-parametric best-practice production frontier, to specify the actual form of the production function, which we dub the Frontiergenerated Production Function (FgPF). The FgPF form generated by our model is a piecewise linear function, the properties of which are close to Inada conditions. By employing our variant of the non-parametric TFP estimation technique, we were able to produce TFP estimate for a large sample of countries for the years between 1990 and 2013. Statistical analysis shows that the estimates produced in this study differ from existing TFP estimates (namely, published within Penn World Tables and UNIDO's World Productivity Database), yet demonstrate strong significant correlations with the latter.
Our preliminary analysis of the TFP estimates has yielded notable results: we were able to successfully determine two distinct clusters within the country sample, corresponding to highproductivity ("forerunners") and low-productivity ("catching-up") economies. The data suggest that the clusters become more distinct over time, and therefore the differences in productivity between the two types of countries are actually increasing.
Since the TFP estimation method allows us to specify the FgPF, this opens up the possibility to answer several interesting research questions in the future. By comparing frontiers for different years, one can deduce the direction in which actual technical progress is moving (i.e. labor-efficiency or capital-efficiency). Moreover, since non-parametric approaches do not require price data, we can enhance the time-span of the estimate dataset for more in-depth analysis of dynamics (such as testing whether the perceived productivity divergence is actually significant). By estimating TFP for a large country sample, we can look into the interactions between institutional data (such as regime characteristics or quality of government) and economic productivity. This would in turn allow for decomposition of the TFP estimates into both scale and factor efficiency and the role of political institutions in productivity.
We've also shown that our TFP estimates demonstrate significant relationships with key variables common for most political science studies, namely institutional quality, state stability and social capital. This is a preliminary external validity check that shows our dataset to be a feasible alternative to other economic variables such as GDP per capita.
